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Summer ebbs at the Wells Point
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In July, Rhode Island was knee deep in summer weather. We had hot
days, sticky nights and occasionally some nice weather too. I was able
to take few fun motorcycle rides on the fine summer days. One
highlight was a day trip I took to Newport on the ferry from Providence.
That boat trip is one of my favorite ways to see Rhode Island and a
great way to appreciate the interconnection between the state and
Narragansett Bay. Images from that trip are interspersed throughout
this newsletter.

In July, I was working on film projects and receiving some good news,
including the fact that my short films, Blending into the American
Dream, Trap Fishing and Quahogging on Narragansett Bay were all
official selections at the IFF Agrofilm 2021 in Lužianky, Slovak Republic.

In July, I also learned that the Iconic Images Film Festival of Vilnius,
Lithuania, made my film Trap Fishing an official selection for that
festival.

Speaking of films, a while back I noted the fact that earlier this year I
made a film which I created remotely due to Covid restrictions. In July,
that film was posted: “The Art of the Seal: How to make a cylinder seal
impression” in connection with a fascinating article, The Art of the Seal:
How to make a cylinder seal impression
POINTS OF PRIDE

Paul Kessel, a New York City photographer and former student made his
foray into photography later than most people, but he has made up for
that with accolades from around the world, including 1st place at the
2020 Miami Street Photography Festival. Paul’s journey from retired
psychologist and professor to master of street photography is laid out in
a great blog post: Paul Kessel Found his Love for Street Photography
After Turning 70

Vicky Stromee, Tucson photographer (and former student) had a nice
shout out in the Boston Globe about her “Envisioning Solitude” show at
the Griffin Museum of Photography, in Winchester, MA. Mark Feeney
wrote”… Stromee variously plays with color and texture and pattern…

which makes for a pleasing geometric interplay with lunar circularity.
The results are arresting in appearance and mystical in feeling."
WORKSHOP NEWS:
I am excited about my upcoming workshops and travels in the months
ahead, including my video workshop in Providence: Make Better Videos
with your smartphone! The class, at the Rhode Island Center For
Photographic Arts, built around the giant street festival know as
PVDFest in Providence is designed to take the intimidation out of video.
The workshop is for people who want to learn how to create engaging
short video stories on any subject with their smart-phones.

In September and October, I will be teaching a hybrid workshop on
personal project/photo essays. The class brings together the best of
both prerecorded and real-time remote instruction to help you create
your own personal project/photo essay. This course, Story Telling,
Photo Essays and the Personal Project, is presented through the Rhode
Island Center For Photographic Arts over the two months.
Later this year I will also be exploring some favorite places overseas. If
you are want to do same, consider joining me on one of my upcoming
trips.

NOV 3 – NOV 14, 2021 - Morocco: A Visual Feast
JAN 4 – JAN 18, 2022 - South India: The Undiscovered India
APR 10 – 21, 2022 - Sicily: A Photographic Journey on the Island of
Light
I hope you enjoyed my monthly newsletter. I welcome your feedback. If
you know anyone interested in getting these updates, please encourage
them to sign up for this newsletter.
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